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THOMAS ALVA EDISON. from a photograph of Mr. Edison taken in Paris, last 
summer, during his visit to the great exhibition. 
EDISON, the illustrious American inventor, belongs, 
through his discoveries, to the privileged class of the 
THE LAYING OF SUBMARINE CABLES.* benefactors of humanity. The respect that he has 
foulld among us is justified, and to it we add our hum· : By HERBERT LA WS WEBB. 
ble tribute by summarizing.in this place the extraordi-I . . nary history of the great physicist, whose debut was so IN takm� up such a vas� s.ubJect as that presented 
modest, and whose labors, already so important, have I by submarIne �elegrap�y, m ItS. present almost �erfect­
obtained applause throughout the world. . ed stage, the difficulty IS to deCide w.here to }:>egm and 
Edison was born at Milan, a little village in Ohio, on where to leave off, and what �o pu� m the ml?dle. �I­
the 11th of February, 1847. He is, therefore, not yet m?st any branch of the .subJect, If tl'eated m det�I1, 
forty-four years of age. might well occupy �n e�tlrE; pap�r, and we could easily 
He received from his mother an elementary educa- spend a whole evenIng In dlscussmg t.he manufll;cture 
tion, which he himself completed by assiduous toil, of .cables, an? .devote another to th�lr su bmerslOn, a 
passing whole nights in reading such scientific works thlr? to repalrmg, a fourth to operatIOn, and a fifth to 
as fell into his hands. At the age of twelve, while sim. testmg ; and even .then we should .have by no mell:ns 
ply a train boy 011 the Canada and Central Michigan exhauste? th� subJec�. rhe early history of su.b�arme 
Trunk Railway, he started a newspaper, or rather a cab!!'> laymg IS a fascmfttmg study to the el.ectrlClan, es· 
jourual of reference, which was printed on the train, pectally when �e consider that It wa� thiS b�anc� of 
while running from station to station, with a press and telegraphy whICh .gave rise to electrICal. engmeermg, 
type bought at second hand and placed in a corner of an� that the solutIOn of the .many electrICal problems 
the baggage car. This was the young American's first whICh presented themselves m the early days of the a�t 
invention, for .the Grand Trunk Herald, of which he g,reatly mcreased our knowledge of the laws of electn-
was the sole owner, pll blisher, editor, compositor, Cl t�. " . . 
printer, and vender, was the first journal ever printed 'I he statistics bel.ongm� to submarme telegraphy to­
upon a railway train. In his printed sheet the young d�r also !Dake an Imposmg. array. H.oweve.r, m COIll­
pu blisher furnished all the practical information that pIlll�g �hls paper I ha�e decI�ed to abJ ure hlstory .and 
he could procure from station to station, such as re- statistICs, and to omit det!Llled ref�r�nce to varIOus 
garded the carriages that ran to places in the vicinity oth�r braIl:ch�s of the subJ�ct, c()nfinmg my�elf to a 
of the stations, amount of fare, hotels to be recom- rapid des�nptlOn of the more ImportaI?t operatIOns con­
Illended, and likewise news of all sorts caught on the nected With the �anufacture and laymg of a cable. 
fly and printed while the train was in motion. '1' here Before I,lroceedmg any further I must express illY re­
was here an essentially original idea, and one that was gret a:t bemg unabl.e to sho� you any drawIngs of cable 
absolutely remarkable when we consider that it was machmery or apphances ; If I had bee� abl� t? do so, 
conceived and put into execution by a child twelve I am sure that thiS paper would have gamed m mterest 
years old. and i�s defects would h�ve been less apparent ; bnt !luch 
Edison was not satisfied to be a jourualistand reporter. drawlllg� are not easll y m�de from memory, and as 
He made use of his leisure time in the study of mechan- ca�le .shlps and cable rac�orles do not congre�ate on 
ics, electricity, and chemistry, and al ways in the corner thls81de of the Atlantl�, It has not been posslb�e for 
of the baggage car that was reserved for him. But, me to c<?lIect any drawmgs to show you here to·�lght. 
one day, an unfortunate experiment set fire to the car, We Will now suppose tha.t the contract for laymg our 
and the conductor of the train, being angry, put the �able has been made and Signed, and the manufactu�e 
little lJrinter off the train along with his press, his IS about to commence. I do not propose to �tay long m 
books, his products, and his chemical apparatuR, that the facto,ry, as I have no d.oubt you would lIke to get o� 
had gradually found their way into the baggage car boar� ship as soon as possl!:>le, but. a glance at the I!pem· 
and converted it into a genuine laboratory. �catlOn Il!ay not prove unlllterestmg. Th� condu�tor 
The experience gained by Edison in his mUltiple !S to consist of a strand .of sev:en copper wires) welgh­
functions upon the train permitted him then to become mg 106 pounds per nautICal mile, the cent�r wire to be 
a telegraph operator at Port Huron, Mich . ,  aud to p�ssed throu�h a compo.und b�f<?re stran�mg the outer 
morf! thoroughly study telegraphy, which his inven- wires aroupd It. The dielectrIC IS to consist of at least 
tions have caused to make so remarkable a progress. three coatIngs of !5utta percha ; between the c�:mductor 
His first invention, duplex telegraphy, dates back to !Lnd the �rst coatmg, and between the successive coa�-
1864, and quadruplex telegraphy, the use of which is mgs, . whICh are to adhere p�rfectly to each oth�r, IS 
now so ooeneral was conceived if not realized at abou" applIed a layer of Chatterton s compound. The dlelec­
the sam� date. ' 
, , " tric weighs 140 pounds per mile. These proportions 
In 1868 Edison went to Boston, and it was then that are for cables of moderate length. . . . 
he began to be appreciated at his just value. Here it ., Whe,� the cable �as r�ache
d thiS 8�age, �t IS called 
was that he opened the first shop to work up his inven- c?re. The core IS COiled �n reels m mile lengths, 
tions, which ao; yet remained more especially in the welghe� and tested berore bemg pass�d for the outer 
domain of telegraphy, Shortly afterward he entered prot�ctwn to be appIJed, by the engmeer of. the pu�­
the service of the Gold and Stock Exchange and of the c?asmg co.mpany or government. The electrlC.al cond.l­
Western Union Telegraph Company, which bought his twns reqUIred are as follows: T?e con.ductor ,resistance IS 
inventions from him and thus started his fortune. A not to exce�d 12 oh,?s l?er nautlCalmlle at 75 F�hr. The 
factory for 300 workmen was built at Newark, N. J., electrost�tlC c�paClty IS not to exceed 0 37 mICro�arad 
for the manufacture of stock and market telegraphs, p�r na�tlCal mlle atthe sa�e tel,nperature. ';l'he ?Ielec­
but the management of this left Edison too little time trlC resistance after one mmute s elect�lficatJ(?n IS no� 
to occupy himself with his inventions, and he soon to be less than 250 megs. per nautICal mIle at 75 
relinquished it for the thereafter historic Menlo Park Fahr, . , 
laboratory, whence have proceeded most of the inven- . The oute� protectw� IS as follows : The deep sea type 
tions that have rendered his name so justly celebrated. IS served w,lth tarred Jute, put on wet and sheathed or 
Later on, the Menlo Park laboratory being found armore.d wlt.h 15 N,o. 13 B. W'. G. steel or ho�ogeneous 
inadequate, Edison abandoned it in order to found a gal valli zed l�on wires. . OutSide the armormg goes a 
special establishment at Orange, where his shops for layer of RUSSian hemp, Impregnated With tar <?r com· 
construction and experiment; greatly enlarged, now pound, and finally an,. envelope o� tape soake� m �om­
form a true industrial city. Edison has touched every po�nd, two tapes bemg put on m reverse ?lrectlOns. 
branch of the applications of electricity with success. 'l'h!s makes!L pr�t�y good cable, strong and lIght. The 
His telegrapbic inventions, which began his fortulle,�elght 'Yet m air IS 1% tons , per kno�, and the bre�k­
are in widespread use i&America. mg stram 5� tons, the speCIfic gravity compared With 
Although it is not juS't'to attribute as is too often sea water being 2'�, • .  , . . " done, the merit of the invention of the telephone to :VVe next have a lIgbt.mtermedla�e . type, armored 
Edison, to the detriment of the true inventor, Graham With 12 !!f.o. 9 B
. vy, G. wlr,es, a,�d wel
ghmg 2'9 to�s per 
Bell it cannot be denied that Edison has introduced knot ; a heavy mtermedlate type, armored With 10 
imp�riant improvements into this inventiou. The first No.5 B, W. G. wires, and weighing 4'5 �ons per knot; 
carbon transmitter employed in practice was that of and the ," shore en� " !ype, armored With 10 No .. 0 B .  
Edison, for which, everywhere since, there bas been W. G . . Wires, �nd welghmg 10'5 tons per knot, With a 
substituted transmitters based upon the Hu�hes micro- breakmg stram of over 15 tons. , 
phone; but the electropbone, a loud.speaking tele- For very: rocky g�ound an even he.avler type ?f shore 
phonic apparatus, is a first-class invention, the original end cab�e IS used ,With double armormg, the weight per 
idea of which belongs to Edison. knot bemg s<;>met�mes. as much as 20 tonI!, The com-
The general principle, too, of t,he incandescent lamp pleted cable IS co!led mto l:;trge st�re tanks a.nd tested; 
burning carbon in a vacuum long antedates the labors m fact, a s .ubmarme cable IS contm';lally i?emg tes!ed, 
of Edison, but it was the great inventor who, through from the time when conductor a�d dlele�trJc are ulll!ed 
his numerous researches rendered the incandescent so as to become core up to the time of ItS submerSIOn 
lamp practical, and truly produced, in lighting, that re- and placing in �ervic� . . And even then w!'> don't let it 
volution which we have witnessed for some years back. alon�, �ut test, It perIOdICally onc� a wee� or so to .see 
The most remarkable the most incontestable and how It IS gettmg along. There IS nothmg electrICal 
the least contested of Edison's inventions is without which gets so much testing as a submarine cable, ex­
doubt, the phonograph. We have many time� referred cept perhaps the electricians engaged in looking after 
to the improvements introduced into the original in. them. '
" 
vention but it seems to us of interest to return to it We now pass to the cable ship. I Will take theDaCla. 
again a�d point out some of the modificat.ions adopted She is not the largest ?r best know�, but she has done 
for the faithful reproduction of speech, or of pieces of a vast amount of s�rvICe an� been m most p.arts of the 
mUSiC, which, reproduced by the improved phonograph world, She ?as laid cables m the West Indies and �he 
that we recently described, astonish and delight the Gulf of MexICO, on the west , coa�t of Sout� America 
numerous visitors who daily crowd around the appara- and on the west c��t of Africa, III the Mediterranean 
tus in the maehinocy gallery or in the American section and !Lmong the British Isles., She has been east to the 
of industrial arts All ttJose who have heard the PerSian Gulf, and I hope Will one day go west to the 
phonograph of 1878, and who compare it in mind with :Nort�err� Pacifi�. W:hen the Pacific cable is laid, then 
the one of 1889, will certainly be struck with the pro- Puck s glr�le, wIll be mdeed coml?lete. 
gress made during this first period of ten years, and will The Dacla IS a screw steamer of 1,856 gross tonnage ; 
agree with us that, although the fine promises made at 283 feet long, 34'7 beam, a;n� 17'9 depth of hold. She 
first might have seemed premature and stamped with has four cable tanks of a Jomt capacity of 1.500 ton� of 
exaggeration, none of them can to-day be considered cable, and five �maller tanks for buoy and grapphn� 
as impossible to realize materially. Edison is still rope. Th� paymg-out drum has a pair of s1I,lall. hon· 
young enough to keep aU his promises even those :zontal engmes of about 20 hor�e power; the plc�mg-up 
that his as enthusiastic as sincere admirers have of.ten�,drum has more powerful �ngJ[Jes of 50 horse pow:er. 
hastily made in his name Gloire comme noblesse There are several cable ships of much greater carrYlllg 
oblige 
" , capacity than the Dacia, notably the Scotia (an old 
Wh�n one has heard the neJV phonograph speak, he Cuuarder), the F�raday, a�d the Silvertown, formerly 
is astonished at the distinctness exhibited in the repro- t�e Hooper. Tl�ls v�ssel, smce .the Great Eastern r.e· 
duction of piano and wind instrument music. tired from her SCIentIfic career, IS the largest cable ship 
The illustrious American in ventor long ago gained afloat, though only a !ew tons more than. the. Faraday
. 
every one's admiration by his discoveries, and we may She cal!not be consld�red , a handsome ShiP, as ?er 
add that when one has the honor of seeing him close length IS only about SIX tUDes . her br�adth, 3�0 f�et 
by, it is soon recognized that he knows how to enhance length �o 55 feet beam. Her malll tank, ls 53 feet m dla­
his merit by those rare qualities-simplicity and mod- meter, JU[lt a foot to 8pare on each Side, and 30 feet 
e�ty. deep. 
The foregoing is from La Natu1·e. Our engraving is -*-A-pa-p-e -r -r-ea -d-b- e-f-or-e-th-e-N-e w-i�rk Eiect;i�al Society, Wednesday. from the nlustrated London News, the drawing heing Feb. 12, 1890.-Eiectricat World, 
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Her carrying capacity is enormous, both as regard" 
cable and stores, and, a point of great importance, also 
as regards coal. She can cany in bunkers aud forehold 
more than 2,300 tOilS of coal, and this gi ves her powers 
like those of the orator about whom it was said that 
.. he could jump up higher and stay up longer than 
any other talker." She can travel further and stay at 
work longer without coaling than any other cable 
steamer afloat. The enormous tanks also add greatly 
to the facility of coiling cable on board quickly and 
paying out at great speed, The Silvertown laid the 
greater part of the Central and South American Com­
pany's systelll of cables otretching from Lima, Peru, to 
Salina Cruz on the coast of Mexico. On this expedition 
she carried 2,370 knots of cable, weighing 4,881 tons, 
and the entire length was shipped in 22 days, or at the 
rate of over 100 knots per day, the greatest length coiled 
on board in 12 hours being 65 knots, nearly 5t knots an 
hour, 
During the layingof these cables the speed of paying 
out often reached 9 knots an hour, an unusually high 
figure, due chiefly to the ease with which coils of such 
large diameter unwind. The cable steamers are moored 
out in the river at some little distance from the fact.ory. 
and the cable is guided on board by leads mounted 011 
barges placed at intervals between the riverside and 
the ship. The cable is hauled on board by a small en· 
gine and cui led away in the tanks by gangs of men, 
who coat the cable liberally with whitewash to prevent 
one tum sticking to its neighbor ; boards are also 
placed over each layer or " flake," as it is technically 
called, with the same object. A "foul turn " or a 
" foul flake," consisting of several turns of cable com­
ing up together out of the tank during paying out, are 
very undesirable events, almost sure to result in damage 
to the cable and possibly in injury to the men. Hence 
they are guarded against by every possible precaution. 
Loading a cable ship is generallya pretty slow operation; 
it would undoubtedly be much expedited if the ship 
were able to get right along!'ide the factory, but none 
of the four cable factories ()n the banks of the Thames 
has dockside premises. The ships nat urally have t.o lie 
a long way out in the river, and the mooring ground 
has to be dredged frequently at great expense, as the 
draught of a cable ship fully loaded is very great. I 
have heard it said that the ship which laid the German 
Union cable, a very heavy type, which connects Elllden 
with Valentia, was on that occasion the deepest laden 
ship that ever left the Thames, her draught aft being, 
if I recollect aright, about 31 feet. 
We will now assume that the· cable is all safely on 
board and in first-class condition, and the expedition is 
ready to start. The f'taff on board now claims. our at­
tention. The engineer in chief is the principal figure, 
he having entire charge of the whole expedition. As a 
general rule, he knows the whole business thoroughly; 
can navigate the ship, take charge of the paying-out 
or picking-up gear, localize a fault in the cable from 
the testing room, fit up a telegraph office, and, if neces­
sary, send 01' receive tlie message himself ; so that what­
ever orders he may give, he knows all about what he is 
talking of. Then come the captain and the usual ship's 
officers and engineers. 
The cable staff consists of two elements-engineers 
and electricians. The engineers look after the me­
chanical part of the work, and the electricians keep a 
close watch on the electrical conditions of the cable. 
Besides these, who are all " officers, " there are trained 
jointers, whode special duty is to make the electrical 
join ts in the cable, and a large num ber of cable hands 
and foremen, together with the usual crew of firemen 
and sailors. Thus it will be seen that the ship's com­
pany of a cable steamer is a very numerous one, seldom 
numbering, on a ship of about 2,000 tons, less than 140 
officers and men. As a general rule, every ship also 
carries one or more representatives of the govern­
ment or company for whom the cable is to be laid. 
These gentlemen watch all operations, test the 
cables, check lengths laid, and so on, in the interest 
of the purchasers, and certify as to the work having 
been correctly carried out. There is in London a 
firm of electricians who make a specialty of acting as 
consulting engineers to telegraph companies buying 
submarine cables, and their staff check very thorough­
ly everything done by the contractors, even to taking 
observations and plotting out on their own charts the 
course followed by the ship while laying cable. 
The first thing to be done before laying a cable is to 
make a thorough survey of the ground over which the 
cable is to be laid. In the early days o f  cable laying, 
sounding was very imperfectly carried out, but of late 
years, and especially since the introduction of Sir Wm. 
Thomson's sounding machine, the practice in this re­
spect has been very greatly improved. In 1860, Mr. 
Preece, when reading a paper on cables before the In­
stitution of Civil Engineers, urged the absolute neces­
sity of obtaining a clear and definite survey of the bot­
tom on which a cable was to be laid. The president 
of the evening asked Mr. Preece from his chair in a 
gruff tone of voice whether he wished the bottom of 
the sea to be surveyed like the land for a railroad. 
The reply was: "Certainly. No cable should be laid on 
the bottom of the ocean until we know what the boi· 
tom of the ocean is." And this rule is carried out at. 
the present day as far as possible. Sour, dings we,·!'> 
formerly taken about every one hundred miles or so, 
and on some occasions at lesser distances apart, and it 
was taken for granted that the depth in between was 
the same as that found by the soundings; or, if the two 
soundings varied much, it was supposed that there ex­
isted a gradual slope between the two points, whereas 
there might hAve been a submarine mountain or a big 
valley which had been passed over altogether in sound· 
ing, but would prove fatal to the life of a cable laid 
across them. 
Apart from the irregularity of the bed of the ocean, 
it often happens that the bottom consists of substances 
which would have a deleterious effect on the armorillg 
of the cable, so that it is very necessary to obtain sam­
ples of the bottom and submit them to analysis. It is 
the general practice now before layillg a new cable to 
make a very thorough survey of the ground. When 
the Central and Sou th Ambrican cables were laid, the 
contractors chartered the repairing ship stationed on 
the West Coast, and sent her up the coast to take 
soundings over the whole route. The engineer ill 
charge of this ship told me that he al ways entered .in a 
special book any soundings which appeared to him as 
indicating peculiar ground. 
He found some of these suspicious soundings off a 
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vlace called Cape Blanco, on the north coast of Peru. I 'fhe preliminary survey havIng all been made and I described, alld the ship starts payiIlg' out first shore Well, a day or two before the whole system of cables, suitable spots selected for the landing places, the first end, then, as the water deepens, heavy intermediate, �ollle 3,000 miles, was about to he handed over to the operation connected with the actual laying of the ca-I then light intermediate, aud, tinally, when the 200 
telegraph company, the section between Peru and Ecu- ble is reached. This is landing the shore end. The fathom line is passed, the deep sea cable continuity 
ador broke down. It was the shortest section on the entire operation is generall� conducted from the ship test is kept on the cable, and signals are exchanged 
whole line and had been down for about eight months, in the following manner : The ship anchors opposite between the ship and shore during the whole time of 
testing splendidly every day, but it went suddenly, the landing place as near in shore as she can safely get. paying out. 
and the break was found off Cape Blanco, where the Two large spider sheaves, or pulleys, are moored firm- The cable is charged on board ship with a battery of 
engineer who carried out the repairs, who happened ly on the beach a hundred yards or 80 apart, and a 100 cells, a marine reflecting galvanometer being kept 
to be the same gentleman that bad made the sound- five-inch manila rope is run out fro!ll the stern of the in circuit. At the cable hut on shore, the cable ter­
ings, predicted that it would be found. And I have ship, passed around the two spider sheaves, brought minates at one pillar of the discharging key, the end 
noticed that the cable has broken at the same spot back to the bows, and taken to the picking-up gear. thus being insulated, so that the insulation resistance 
several times since. In this case, although the sound- The end of the cable is bent on the rope, and the pick- of the cable is always under observation on board the 
ings indicated the existence of a dangerous place, it ing-up gear being set in motion, the cable is gradually ship. It is curious to notice how the insulation stea­
was impossible to avoid it without making a long de- hauled on shore. The strain on the rope is lessened dily rises as more and more of the cable is exposed to 
tour·out to sea; but such spots, when found, are gene- by the paying-out gear being also moved by steam, the low temperature and tremendous depths of the 
rally given a wide berth. which eases the heavy 8hore end out of the ship. As ocean. Every five minutes the "spot watcher" on 
The sounding machine in general use is a modifica- the cable leaves the stern, large balloon buoys are shore depresses the lever of his discharging key, there­
tion of that designed by Sir Wm. Thomson, who has lashed to it at intervals of a few yards; thus the cable by discharging the cable through his galvanometer 
done so much in other directions for submarine tele· is floated all the way from the ship to the shore. In into a condenser ; he notes the deflection, and the man 
graphy. The machine consists of a small iron drum this way there is no risk of injuring it by dragging it on watch in the testing room on board ship does 
mounted on bearings and arranged on a bed which al· over rocks, and a straight line is preserved. This the same ; at the end of every hour the battery on 
lows of its being slid out over the stern of a ship for method is much superior to that of landing a shore board is reversed. If the ship desires to call the at­
paying out, or being dra wn inboard and gl'ared to a end from boats or barges, as then there is no danger of tention of the shore so at! to join up for speaking, he 
small engine for picking uy. The sounding wire is introd ucing kinks, the work is mUllh slower, and more reverses before time, or keeps the same poll' on beyond 
steel piano-forte wire of No. 20 B. W. G., weighing cable is used. In the manner I have described the the houl'. If the hut wishes to speak the ship, he dis­
about 15 pounds per knot. For preserving the wire whole operation can be carried out in a few hours, and charges at shorter intervals than those prescribed. For 
from rust when not in use the drums are kept in small there is the additional advantage that the engineer in speaking, if the cable is a short onl', a double current 
tanks containin� a weak solution of caustic soda. charge of the work has it all under his own eye-he Morse instrument is used; if the cable is a long one, the 
There is a val'lety of sinkers and tubes for bringing has no difficulty in making both ends meet, because he mirror has to be employed. This continuity test is a 
up specimens of the bottom, the most popular being has both ends right there. very simple and a very effective one, as long as the man 
the ., Sigsbee," designed in 1880, by Capt. Chas. D. A novel explanation of the purpose of the balloon on watch in the hut doesn't go to sleep, and he very 
Sigsbee, of the U. S. Navy, and used by him in survey- buoys was once given by a French gentleman who, seldom does. 
ing the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico. This instrument with others, was watching the landing of a shore end The responsibility of giving th08e tlignals every five 
consists of a brass tube, 27;i inches in diameter and 12 at Marseilles. One of the lookers-on inquired why the minutes weighs hl'avily on one's conscience and keeps 
to 14 inches long, which passes through a heavy iron buoys were required on the part of the rope traveling him awake. If a fault p9.sses overboard-it sometimes 
sinker, the sinker being attached to the tube. by a from the ship to the shore and not the part going from happens that a slight defect is opened up when strain 
wire sling, which is looped over a tumbler working on the shore to the ship. The Frencb savant explained is put on the cable-it is noticed almost at once. I re­
an axis in the stem. On the weight striking the bot- that they were used to float the cable ashore so as to member discovering such a fault on one occasion al· 
tom the tumbler is released automatically, leaving the keep it dry! most immediately after it left the ship's stern, by the 
tube free to be drawn up without the sinker. The Sometimes it is not convenient or practicable to carry rednced deflection on making the discharge. We noti· 
tube is fitted with a combination of valves, and secures the hauling line back to the ship and heave ill from on fied the ship at once, and after tests had been made from 
a specimen of the water from the bottom, and also of board. On several occasions in Pern alllI Chili, where on board to localize the fault, paying out was suspended 
the bottom itself. For sounding in shallow water non- the landing places happened to be in proximity to the and the cable was picked up until the fault was brought 
(letachable sinkers are used, and on special occasions, railroad track, the line was made fast to a locomotive, on board. The fault was then cut out, the cable 
such as when making a Rurvey of a bank, drags and and the cable was hauled on shore very speedily and spliced on to that in the tank, and paying out was reo 
swabs are employed. We also use capsizing thermo- easily. Once, in the Canary Islands, where a very rocky sumed. Such an incident as this emphasizes the value 
uJeters for registering the temperature of the bottom and awkward beach was encountered, a team of oxen of a careful continuity test. They kept quiet on board 
water, and the thermometers are sometimes attached was engaged, and they made pretty short work of land- then, but took it out of us afterward by blowingui up 
to t.he sounding line at intervals, in order to obtain ing our shore end. for being late in answering a call. 
observations of the temperature of the water at differ· A small iron cable but is put up on the beach, at a A somewhat ludicrous event happened during the 
ent depths. safe distance from the water, for the reception of the laying of the C. & S. A. cables which I may relate here, 
Work with the 'fhomson sounding machine is very cable ends, placing the testing instruments and making while speaking of continuity tests. The final section 
rapid, as compared with the old method of employing the connections between the main cable and the under- was being laid, and as the electrical staff had been much 
a hemp line. The average rate of descent of the sink· ground lines leading to the town where the office is reduced in numbers, owing to the necessity of leaving 
er is about 100 fathoms per minute, and the same s)Jeed situated. These huts are carried in sections on board two men at each hut, the secretary of the expedition 
is sometimes attained in picking up the tube, but the the shiff, and can be put up very rapidly. A deep trench was pressed into the service to do a little spot watch· 
average rate of picking up is about 70 fathoms per is dug from low water mark to the hut, and the cable ing in the ship's testing room. Paying out was being 
minute. The deepest sounding taken in the Atlantic is securely buried. As soon as the shore party signal carried on at pretty high speed, and a slight accident 
by the Dacia, in lat. 23° 29' N., Ion. 64° 47' W., reg· "Enough cable on shore," paying out is stopped, the happened in the tank, a couple of turns came up to­
istered 3,233 fathoms, or about 37;i statute miles. The hauling line is detached from the cable and drawn gether, fouling a lantern at the side of the tank, but 
Rinker was 33 minutes 50 seconds descending, and it on board, the spider sheaves and other tools are taken doing no damage, as the turns freed before reaching 
took 45 minutes to heave up the tube. altogether 1 back to the ship, boats are dispatched to cut the lash· the machinery, and it was hoped that no harm had 
hour 18 minutes and 50 seconds. To m::o,ke this sound- ings of tbe buoys and tow them back, and all is made been done to the cable. The newly recruited electri· 
ing with a hemp line would have taken about four or ready on board for paying out. cian, who felt the responsibility of his position very 
five hours. The first shore end is generally laid a few miles out keenly, was particularly cautioned by the engineer in 
A very thorough survey was made between Cadiz, to sea and the cable cut and buoyed. The ship then charge to keep a very careful watch and to advise him 
Spain, and the Canary Islands, previous to laying the makes for the other terminus of the line, lands the without a moment's delay if he noticed the least unstea­
cable between those two points in 1883. Two ships shore end there, and starts paying out toward the diness in the spot, as it was feared that the slight acci· 
made zigzag courses across the proposed line of the ca- buoy on the first end. We will suppose this to be the dent might have resulted in a fault. All went well for 
ble, and soundings were taken every few miles, and modus operandi. All being clear, orders are given to a short time. Suddenly the secretary came rushing out 
more frequently if circumstances warranted the delay. weigh anchor, the ship's head is pointed out to sea and on deck with the information that the spot was off the 
In this manner the ground was covered very effectual· paying out commences. Thecable comes out of the tank scale. The ship was promptly put full speed astern, 
Iy. On board the Dacia we had a very interestin� around a .. fairlead, " which guides it into a trough paying out was stopped, and the cable was made fast, 
tilne and made some very remarkable discoveries. To provided with iron rollers, from the other end of which and all hands repaired to the testing room, where it 
give you an idea of the amount of sounding we did, I it passes over a pulley on to the paying-out drum; from was found that the galvanometer lamp had gone out! 
may mention that we took nearly three weeks going the top of the paying-out drum the cable dips under When it was refilled, the spot reappeared in its proper 
from Cadiz to the Canaries, instead of three days if we the dynamometer, goes up over a fixed pulley and over place. After that little experience my friend was care­
had steamed there at full speed. We came across seve· the stern sheave into the sea. The paying·out drum ful to see that his lamp was properly trimmed. 
eral banks where deep water was believed to exist. One is about six feet in diameter, and is provided with a Once in deep water, everything runs as smoothly as 
of these banks nearly escaped us, as we were sounding powerful strap brake bearing on the shaft, by which clock work. Mile after mile of cable comes up from the 
at long intervals, but a suspicious shoaling was noted strain is kept on the cable to prevent it running out tank, glides along tbe trough and over the pulleys, 
on comparing one sounding with the previous one, and too fast. The cable takes six turns around the drum, whirls round the drum, dips under the dynamometer 
as a little further on deeper water was found, we so that there is no chance of its slipping. A stropho- and bobs up over the stern sheave to trail a way into the 
tried back, stopping to sound every few miles. The meter is fitted to the drum, and indicates immediately water some distance astern, and this goes on with un· 
depth decreased very rapidly, and excitement ran any variation in the rate of paying out, and a counter broken regularity, hour after hour, day and night. In 
high, when the sinker finally found bottom at 68 registers the number of revolutions, so that the length the tank is a gang of men who watch each turn out to 
fathoms. We had found a submarine mountain, rais- of cable paid out can be ascertained at any time. 'I.'he prevent its carrying up a neighbor, and remove the 
ing its crest to within a few hundred feet of the sur· dynamometer consists of a heavy iron sheave mounted boards as flake after flake goes steadily out. To sub­
face, rising precipitously from a depth of nearly 2,000 on a carriage which slides up and down a vertical iron due the centrifugal force developed by the cable, a 
fathoms. Such incidents as this show clearly the ne· framework as the strain on the cable varies. The dyna- frame·work of iron rings placed at distances, one above 
!'essity for very careful surveys of ocean cable routes. mometer carriage carries a pointer which passes in the other-technically known as a "crinoline "-is low­
This bank was right on the proposed course of the ca· front of a scale indicating thereon the strain on the ered down the tank as the flakes diminish . In this 
ble, and if the cable had been laid as originally in- cable. This scale is four·sided, each side being cali brat· way the cable is prevented from lashing out round the 
tended, would have proved fatal to its existence. We ed to indicate the strain on the cable in hundred· tank as the outer turns of a flake are reached. The 
spent three days in surveying the bank and determin· weights, according to the weights placed on ihe dyna- foreman of the watch is stationed over th e tank, other 
ing its limits, and it is now marked on the Admiralty mometer carriage. The picking.up gear is similar to hands are at the brakes of the paying·out gear, the 
charts as "Dacia Bank." the paying·out, except that it is of much heavier con- engineer in charge of the deck posts himself near the 
The cable steamer Seine found a similar bank in struction and moved by more powerful engines. drum and dynamometer so as to keep a close watch on 
the same part of the Atlantic some years previously, To get back to our work, we find the paying out go- the strain and the rate of paying out, his assistant 
but she did not find it by sounding. She was laying ing on steadily, the cable making the machinery hum, keeping a running record of these data; it is a case of a 
a cable from Madeira to Lisbon, and discovered the ex- and spattering everybody about liberally with wbite· place for every man and every man in his place. The 
istence of the bank because she laid the cable right wash as it flies over the different pulleys. When a watches are changed every four hours. At night the 
across it. The cable festooned and broke, and some- few miles have been paid (mt, the ship is slowed down quarter deck is brilliantly illuminated by electric light, 
thing wrong was naturally suspected onboard the Seine. and finally stopped, and preparations are made to cut and the work is carried on with the same ease as during 
When making the repairs, soundings were taken, and and buoy the cable. The buoy, a huge iron affair sur- the day. In the testing room, as I have already describ­
a shoal, now known as the Seine Bank, was discov· mounted by a flagstaff, is ready lashed outside the rig· ed, a careful watch is being kept on the electrical con­
ered. ging ; one end of a stout iron chain is made fast to the ditions of the cable, and every now and then the chief 
One more reference to sounding and I have done buoy, the other terminating in a couple of mushroom electrician and engineer in chief eXllhange notei as to 
with this part of the subject, which, by the way, is a anchors which constitute the buoy moorings. The developments in their respective departments. 
very fascinating one, and might well occupy our atten· chain is "flaked" or coiled up in a box on the deck, A rather ticklish operation is changing tanks, i. e., 
tion for a whole evening-in fact, a former shipmate the two ends leading out of a hawse pipe to the buoy starting on a fresh tank when the contents of one are 
of mine, Mr. Stallibrass, read, a few years ago, before and anchors quite clear of anything on deck. 'I'he exhausted. The cable is shipped, of course, in different 
the English Institution of Electrical Engineers, an ex- ship being hove to, the ('able is made fast at the stern lengths, and the ends are spliced together at sea ac· 
tremely interesting and elaborate paper on "Deep sheave by means of stoppers ; it is then cut, and the cording to requirements. When a long section has to 
Sea Sounding in Connection with Submarine Tele- end of the core carefully sealed up by the jointer. The be laid, involving a consumption of all the cables in 
:g'raphy." The further reference I have to make to cable is then securely made fast to the buoy moorings, two or more tanks, the lengths in the different tank� 
:sounding is in illustration of the dangers that may lie and at the word "let go" the stoppers are loosed, the have to be spliced beforehand, so that when one tank 
ihidden in spite of the most careful survey. For the mushroom anchors dropped overboard, the chain is exhausted, another can be drawn upon at once. The 
,Cadiz·Canaries cable we took several hundred sound- rattles out through the hawse pipe, and a moment lao part containing the splice is coiled d(\wn on top of 
iugs, and it seemed as if the ground had been thorougb- tel' the buoy is cut adrift and drops over with a grand the full tank, the cable from the nearly exhausted 
·,1 y covered, yet another bank was struck while the splash. tank being led up outside the coil and kept out of the 
Dacia was laying the cable. Fortunately, the en- The first shore end is now laid and buoyed, and the way by being passed through an angular piece of iron, 
gineer in charge of the deck grasped the situation in a ship immedia.tely sets on for the other terminus of the bolted on the topmost ring of tbe crinoline. The part 
moment, and immediately, on observing the altered line. Arrived there, the hut is landed and set up, a of the ring which forms, so to speak, the base of the 
�train on the cable, he ordered the ship at full speed complete set of testing instruments installed, and a I triangle inclosed by the angular piece of iron is pivot­:astern and paid out a lot of slack. These prompt couple of electricians told off from the ship's electrical ed so as to aduli t of its being opJned when the last weasu�es saved the cable from breaking, and it has staff to take turn and turn about in " spot watching " turn comes out of the tank, thus freeing the loop or -worked now for six years without an interruption, but all the time the ship is paying out the main cable. The bight, and leaving the cable free to be drawn out of the 
this bank is looked upon as a weak link in the chain. 5hore end is landed in the same manner as previously next tank. Previous to changing tanks, when there is 
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about a flake left in the old tank, the ship is slowed 
down ;  by the time the men in the tank sing out "three 
more turns, " .. two more, " " last turn," " hight com· 
ing," the ship is barely moving, and the bight can be 
straightened out, and given a fair lead through the 
machinery with perfect ease. Then the splice comes 
along. A splice is al ways looked upon as a weak spot 
and treated with the utmost consideration, but the ca­
ble hands are such adepts at making them that they 
are generally as strong as the main cable. Ho wever, a 
splice is, of cou rse, more bulky than the rest of the 
cable and might foul i n  some part of the machinery, 
so it is watched carefully overboard, and then the new 
tank is fairly started, and the usual speed of paying 
out is resumed. The rate of paying out varies from six 
to sometimes eight or nine knots an hour, according 
to depth of water, weather, and other circumstances. 
After a few days of stead y paying out the buoy on the 
shore end is sighted and the ship is carefully maneu­
vered u p  to the b uoy, a very delicate piece of naviga­
tion if there is any sea or wind to speak of, as the ship 
by this time is light and well out of the water. The 
buoy being brought well under the bows, a boat is low­
ered and a line is made fast to the mooring chain, the 
chain is unshackled and the buoy towed off to be hoist­
ed on board, and the picking-u p  gear starts heaving in 
on the line, bringing up the chain and mushroom an­
chor with the cable attached. The cable is made fast 
with stoppers, and the end is opened up and handed 
over to the electrical staff to test. The test being sat­
isfactory, the main cable is brought round outside the 
ship to the bows, made fast and cut, and the joint and 
splice are immediately commenced. The jointer and 
his assistant, with solder, gutta percha sheathing, and 
compound, rapidly unite the two ends, and the joint, 
being pronounced of satisfactory workmanship, is test· 
ed electrically. That is, we make the jointer believe we 
test it, because with marine instruments and neither. end 
of the cable available, it is not a very easy matter to 
really test a joint. The joint being passed, the splice 
is begun, and this is a somewhat longer job ; the splice 
is generally about 30 feet long ; that amount of core 
having been cut out of one of the cable ends, the armor 
wires are unlaid, and �hen laid into spaces left by wires 
being taken out of the opposite end, butted together 
at inte rvals of a few feet, lapped with smaller wires, 
and finally the entire length of the splice is served 
with spun yarn. The whole operation occupies about 
two hours. 
Droppiug the final splice overboard is a delicate ope­
ration, as it must be remembered that there is a large 
bight or loop of cable on board, which has to be let go 
and take its chance of reaching the bottom in safety 
or kinking and parting on the way down. Such an ac­
cident, however, very rarely happens, although i n  
deep water it has been known t o  occur. A stout rope 
is bent on to each side of the bight, the stoppers are 
removed, and the bight is carefully lowered until it is 
well clear of the ship ; a man armed with an ax stands 
over each rope and at a given word the two are severed 
simultaneously, and away goes the splice. The chief 
electrician then makes for the cable hut on shore and 
the final test is taken, the cable generally being found 
in perfect condition. 
! am afraid I have already overtaxed your patience, 
and so far I have said nothing of repairing and of the 
various methods of operating submarine cables. Re­
garding this latter point it is scarcely possible to speak 
of it in detail, as it would take too long to describe the 
various instruments in use. The most use d  to-day is 
the siphon recorder, with the prinCiple of which you 
are more or less acquainted. Many cables arestill ope­
rated by the mirror, although the recorder has re­
placed it to a very great extent. The mirror, per­
baps, is a little more rapid, but the recorder insures 
greater accuracy. On some cables worked by the 
mirror, where the signals are good and traffic not 
very great, one operator can work the mirror, as the 
spot of ligh t is thrown on to the message pad, and the 
operator can follow the movements of the spot with­
out looking at it. In fact, the secret is not to look 
at it. If you watch the spot, your pencil goes any­
where but where you want it to go; but by watching 
your pencil, you can see the spot moving j ust as well as 
If  you were looking directly at it. If the cable is a 
very long one, giving bad ' signals, or if the traffic is 
very great, two operators have to be employed for re­
ceiving, one to read and another to write. Then the 
errors creep in ; P's are heard instead of B's and M's 
for N's, and as there is no " slip" to check the message 
by, repetitions have to be asked for, and traffic is de­
layed. 
It is astonishing what a difference there is between 
mirror signals on a short cable of a few hundred miles 
and those on a long one of a couple of thousand. A 
friend of ' uine who had been an operator on the west 
coast of South America, and was a first-class mirror 
man, on coming home to England applied for a posi· 
tion in one of the Atlantic cable companies. He was 
asked if he could read mirror, and replied, .. Oh, yes ; 
thirty words a minute ; "  whereupon the manager 
said : " Well, if you can read our mirror you ·will get 
a salary of £14 a month, but if not, and we can only 
put you at Morse, we shall only pay you £8 a month." 
My friend hied himself off to the Irish coast, confident 
of his £14 per month-$70 a month is a good lot in the 
wilds of Ireland,  where you can't spend anything un­
less you subscribe to the Union League Fund-but 
when be got to the station he found that our mirror 
was very different to those that he had been accus­
tomed to. Instead of the movemE'nts being clear and 
well defined, the spot was wandering continually all 
over the scale, and the signals WE're striving to make 
themselves seen through the wanderings and kicks 
and jerks which the spot was chronically affected 
with. My friend had to confess himself beaten (al­
though he had been reading mirror for five years), and 
had to content himself with $40 a month-which is not 
much even in Ireland-until he had mastered the ec­
centricities of that diabolical spot . .  Short cables are 
worked by Morse in the same manner as land lines. No 
system of automatic fast speed transmission has yet 
been adapted to any but very short cables, but I have 
lately seen that experiments are being made tending 
in that direction. 
With regard to repairing submarine cables. I am 
afraid that it is too late for me to say much. Repair­
ing is the most difficult and thankless part of a cable 
engineer's work. Landing shore ends and paying out 
a.re mere pastime compared with repairing in deep 
water. There is a considerable element of l uck in it, 
too. Sometimes the cable is hooked in the first drag, 
and at others weary weeks are spent in dragging to 
and fro over the line of the cable without even getting 
a bite. 
The modus operandi is to lower a grapnel over the 
bow, the grappling rope being passed under the dyna. 
mometer and taken to the picking-up drum. The ship 
then steams slowly across the line of the cable, drag­
ging the grapnel along the ground. If the bottom is 
soft the cable may soon be hooked, and the steady rise 
of the strain on the rope shown by the dynamometer 
indicates the fact. If the ground is rocky and uneven, 
the grapnel may jump over the cable fifty times with­
out even touching it. The long delays incident to re­
pairing expeditions sometimes render repairs im­
mensely expensive, and the expense is often increased 
when the broken ends have drifted apart, or much of 
the cable is damaged, and a length of new cable has to 
be laid. Some repairs to one of the Atlantic cables, 
not many years ago, cost over $400,000. The ship was 
out for weeks on the Atlantic, and had to put back to 
pOl·t for coal without having accomplished anything. 
Everybody on board was, after a time, in the most 
miserable spirits imaginable. After a week or two of 
non-success, they got to such a state that every one 
had told all his stories, the unlucky ones had lost at 
cards to the lucky ones all their money, and all the 
pay that they expected to receive for the expedition, 
and they al l grew to hate the sight of each other ; as· 
sembled only at meals and devoured them in silence, 
each man, except those on watch, retiring to the soli­
tude of his own cabin afterward ; and all were heartily 
glad when the cable was finally grappled and reo 
paired, and they were able to get back on shore. All 
repa.iring expeditions do not h ave such a bad time as 
this one did, but as a general rule repairing is difficult 
and ungrateful work, attended by all sorts of delays 
and accidents, and no splice is so gladly dropped over­
board as that wbicb terminates a troublesome repair­
ing job. 
In drawing to a close I must apologize for the short· 
comings of this paper. I feel that I have omitted 
many important and interesting points, and perhaps I 
have treated of others with undue prolixity and dis­
cursiveness. But I am somewhat in the position of a 
man who attempts to discuss, say, electric lighting 
in a single paper. It would be impossible to describe 
independent plate, n, between which and the negative 
terminal, N, of the battery, circuit is made and broken 
by the spring sliding switch, S, passing through a 
groove behind the plate, C. 
The battery plates, B, are of special construction, de­
signed to give them such a degree of self-cohesi veness 
and rigidity that no additional metallic support is re­
quired. There is mixed with the active material a 
suitable proportion of fi brous substance, and the whole 
made into a paste. This is cast in moulds, a conductor 
being inserted in each plate to aid the flow of the cur­
rent. The plates are tben gently pressed and dried. A 
hollow plug, b, is provided for the escape of the gas 
given off during charging. 
These lamps are stated to be much lighter than elec­
tric m iners' lamps as hitherto constructed, the follow­
ing being their weights : 
Ca ndl e Pow e r. 
1%, 
1%, 
1 
Hours of Light. 
10 
15 
5 
W e ight. 
lb . oz. 
3 6 
5 4 
1 12 
H e ight. 
in. 
5% 
6%, 
4 
The lamps and batteries are well made, and appear 
excellently adapted for their purpose.-Engineering. 
ELECTRIC OSCILLATIONS IN RAREFIED AIR, 
WITHOUT ELECTRODES. 
By JAMES MOSER. 
M. HERTZ has recently obtained an experimental re­
alization of the theories of Mr. Heaviside and Mr. Poynt­
ing respecting electric oscillations. According to these 
theories, the electric oscillations in a w ire originate 
u pon the surface of tbe wire, and the slower they are, 
the further do they penetrate into its interior. The more 
rapid, the more s uperficial t hey remain. M. Hertz ima­
gines a wire conductor in the form of a cylindrical cage . 
Twenty-four wires stretched between two metallic 
disks represented the surface of a cylindTical conductor, 
while in the middle a metallic rod joining the two cen­
ters of the disks, and interrupted by a spark micrometer, 
represented the axis. He showed that an electric o� 
cillation induced in this did not produce any sparks in 
the micrometer placed upon the axis. 
This led me to make the following experiment 
(Gomptes Rendus), in which I use rarefied air spaces 
IMPROVED MINERS' ELECTRIC LAMP. 
dynamos, lamps, conductors, transformers, switches, 
accumulators, and installation work and s uperintend­
ence in a single evening. Submarine telegraphy is 
a subject about w hich one might very well  write a big 
book ; in fact, such a big book has lately been pub­
lished, and I a m  sorry to say it is i n  the French lan­
guage. 
According to the official report of the International 
Bureau of Telegraph Administrations, issued last fall, 
the submarine telegraph system of the world consists 
of 120,070 nautical miles of cable. Of these, 12,524 miles 
belong to government administrations, and 107,546 
miles to private companies. The total cost of these 
cables is in the neighborhood of 200 millions of dollars. 
The largest owner of submarine cables is the Eastern 
Telegraph Company, whose system covers the ground 
from England to India, and comprising 21,860 miles 
of cable. The Eastern Extension, Australasian and 
China Company, which exploits the far East, has 
another 12,958 miles. Early in last year the syst�m of 
West African cables, which started from Cadiz only six 
years ago, was completed to Cape Town, so tbat the 
dark continent is now completely encircled by s ubma­
rine telegraph. It has required more than 17,000 miles 
of cable to do this, and several companies, with more 
or less aid from the British, French, Spanish, and Por­
tuguese governments, have been occupied in carrying 
out the work. 
The cable fleet of the world n nmbers thirty-six ves­
sels, of an aggregate gross tonnage of 53,802. Of theRe, 
ten ships belong to the construction companies, their 
aggregate gross tonnage being 28, 143, or more than 
half that of the entire fleet. The other twenty-six ves­
sels are repairing ships, belonging to the different 
governments and telegraph com panies, and they are 
stationed in various ports all over the world, to see 
that Puck's girdle is kept well buckled. 
MINERS' ELECTRIC LAMP. 
WE i llustrate a very neatly arranged miners' elec­
tric lamp devised by Mr. L. Bristol, of Bromley, Kent. 
The current is provided by a four-cell accumulator in· 
closed within a polished wood box, on the face of 
which the lamp is fixed within a strong glass dome, D, 
and backed by a reflector. The box has a metal lid 
with a projecting lug which covers one of the charging 
terminals, so that when the lid is closed the battery 
cannot be short-circuited. The lid also carries a lock, a, 
by which it can be secured ; a pin on this lock fixes 
the glass dOllle against being unscrewed. There is a 
spring holder for the glow lamp, with two terminal 
holders. The holders are attached, the one to the 
positive terminal, P, of the battery, and the other to an 
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without any metal, and without an electrode of any 
kind as conductors for the oscillations. 
It has often been observed that tubes of rarefied air 
became luminous in the neighborhood of an induction 
coil in action. Bu t, according to all accoun ts, the tu bes 
were furnished with electrodes passing ' through the 
glass as in the Geissler tubes, or simply applied to the 
external surface, as in those of Gassiot. But in no de­
scri ption have I found the experiment w hich seems to 
suggest itself, and which consists in exciting a tube 
without any electrode by the discharges of a bobbin 
placed near it. Yet the elimination of the electrodes 
wonld simplify the solution of �ome problems in 
physics. 
In my experiment I inclose a sealed tube of rarefied 
air, 40 centImeters long and 3 millimeters in diameter, 
in another tube which is somewhat longer, and is 10 
millimeters in diameter. This outer tube is sealed up 
at one end, and titted at the other to the Geissler pump. 
The vacuum of the inner tube remains invariable and 
becomes luminous, and of a light blue color, without 
stratification, when near an induction coil. If, now, 
we also produce a vacuum in the outer tube, the vacuum 
of the inner tube remaining constant, we note the fol­
lowing facts : 
1. If, in the outer tube, the pressure is equal to that 
of the atmosphere, the inner tube, under the influence 
of a bobbin, becomes l uminous and turns light blue, as 
usual. 
2. If, in the outer tu be, the I?ressure is reduced to 1 
mill imeter of mercury, the air In it becomes conductive 
and luminous, and turns dark red. At this moment 
the protective effeet of the inclosing tube shows itself. 
The phenomenon is reversed. 
We know that the Geissler tubes, furnished with 
electrodes, and brought to a state of extreme rarefac· 
tion, will not conduct an electrical discharge. This 
phenomenon has given rise to a great deal of discussion. 
Some physicists have explained it by the insulating 
power of the vacu um ; others, looking u pon the vacuum 
as a good cond uctor, conclude t!1at great resistance to 
the passage of the discharge is offered at the surface of 
the electrodes. But in my experiments there are no 
electrodes, thus there can be no q uestion as to this re­
sistance to the passage. The experiment shows, i n  
fact, that by lowering the pressure to less than one 
millimeter and rendering the rarefaction extreme, the 
inclosing tube again becomes obscure and the inner 
tube l u minous. In appearance it is the same as if the 
pressure i n  t h e outer tube were equal to t h a t of the at­
mosphere. 
The most perfect vacuum, therefore, has no longer 
any protective effect ; it is devoid of conductivity for 
the electric current.-Electrical Re'Iliew. 
